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FIRST MEETING (PUBLIC).

Held on Friday, September 30th, 1932, at 5.30 p.m.

Chairman: M. MOTTA, Vice-Chairman (Switzerland), then M. HERRIOT (France).

1. Tribute to the Memory of M. Aristide Briand.

M. MOTTA (Switzerland), Vice-Chairman of the Commission, asked the Commission to
turn its thoughts for a few moments towards the man whose place as Chairman he had taken
temporarily - he referred to Aristide Briand.

M. Briand was twice elected Chairman by unanimous votes. He it was who had taken
the initiative in proposing the formation of a Commission of Enquiry for European Union.
It had always been his idea that this organ should be placed within the framework and under
the direct guidance of the League of Nations. Aristide Briand had conceived a special fond-
ness for this idea. He thought it was capable of great development and of the most fertile
activity.

M. Motta then recalled the moment, which he remembered so well, when M. Briand
spoke for the last time in that Commission. He had suddenly been overcome with emotion,
and that profound expression " pilgrim of peace ", which would always be connected with
his memory, fell from his lips. Although his body now lay in the sleep of the tomb, his spirit
still continued that pilgrimage, which he had undertaken and proclaimed.

It was not for M. Motta to try to indicate what Briand was for his country. Unhappily,
controversy around his name was not yet entirely stilled, but M. Motta was confident that
for all delegates, to whatever country they belonged, or whatever their origin or political
ideas, Briand was the prototype of his country in all its lofty mysticism and constructive
idealism. He was not only the most eloquent of men, but one of the greatest hearted. He
created sympathy around him. To create sympathy is to give oneself, and what better
thing can any man do in this world than to give himself to others in order to raise and
strengthen them in their search after good ?

Aristide Briand would never be forgotten. He had left behind him a heritage of ideas,
of moral conceptions and methods to which the Commission would be faithful.

(M. Motta then asked the members of the Commission to rise from their seats in honour of
the memory of Aristide Briand.)

M. HERRIOT (France) thanked M. Motta on behalf of the French delegation for the noble
and touching words which he had devoted to the memory of Aristide Briand.

He also thanked the Commission, which, by its spontaneous gesture, had associated itself
with this tribute. It was a just tribute. It was right to feel affection for the memory of
Aristide Briand, as it had been felt for his person, since he had been deeply attached, not only
to a great number of delegates whom he liked to meet and speak of, but also to the very
idea of the League of Nations, and he was a great believer in everything that idea represented,
not only for the present, but still more for the future.

Aristide Briand was one of those who had desired the League and had contributed towards
its establishment. In France, as in Geneva, he had worked and fought for this idea. With
reference to a few discreet but touching words in M. Motta's speech, it might be said that at
times Aristide Briand had suffered for the League. But neither his work nor his struggles
nor his sufferings had ever weakened his profound conviction. It was the strength of this
lofty devotion which gave so much persuasion and charm to his utterances, the echoes of
which had not yet died away.

2. Election of a Chairman.

M. MOTTA (Switzerland) pointed out that, while the Vice-Chairmen (M. Politis and him-
self) were still in office, the chairmanship was vacant since the death of M. Briand. He
proposed that M. Herriot should be appointed Chairman.

This proposal was adopted by acclamation.

M. MOTTA (Switzerland), before leaving the chair, stated that he had asked M. Georges
Bonnet, President of the Stresa Conference, to submit an oral report on the work of the
Conference.

(M. Herriot then took the chair.)

The CHAIRMAN, after thanking the Commission for the honour which it had conferred
upon him, requested M. Georges Bonnet to make his statement.
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3. Work of the Stresa Conference for the Economic Restoration of Central and Eastern
Europe (document C.666.M.321.1932.VII): Statement by the President of the Conference.

M. Georges BONNET, President of the Stresa Conference. - You will remember that,
when the Lausanne Conference met in June last, it had a twofold aim in the first place, to
settle the problem of international debts, and, in the second place, to study suitable means for
the economic restoration of Europe and, in particular, of the nations of Central and Eastern
Europe.

The Lausanne Conference had fortunately been able to settle the first point on its agenda;
for lack of time, it had been obliged to postpone the study of the second question and to
entrust it to a Special Committee. Such were the circumstances under which the Conference
had entrusted to the Committee, which was to meet at Stresa, the task of submitting to the
Commission of Enquiry for European Union proposals for the restoration of the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe, comprising, in particular, measures to overcome the present
transfer difficulties of those countries, to revive the activity of trade, both among those
countries themselves and between them and other States, and to overcome the difficulties
caused to the agricultural countries by the low price of their products.

This was the wording of the recommendation made by the Lausanne Conference, which
gave rise to the Stresa Conference. The latter met on September 16th, so that it might
transmit the result of its work in good time to the Commission of Enquiry for European Union.

During a general discussion, the Stresa Conference heard statements made in public by
the delegates of the various nations. After four days of public discussion, it resolved itself
into two Committees, one over which I had the honour of presiding, and which devoted itself
partcicularly to agricultural and economic problems, and the other presided over in a masterly
fashion by M. Bachmann, President of the Swiss National Bank. These two Committees held
long meetings daily and reached a number of conclusions and recommendations, which were
unanimously adopted by the delegations present.

As President of the Stresa Conference, it is my duty to endeavour to summarise the result
of this work as completely and briefly as possible. This work included, as regards the Eco-
nomic and Agricultural Committee, a very detailed report by M. Richard Schiuller, Head of the
Economic Section of the Austrian Ministry for Foreign Affairs, together with definite recom-
mendations and a draft Convention. The Financial Committee only submitted a report and
recommendations.

If you will permit me, I will endeavour to make clear the main ideas laid down by the
Economic Committee. They are of three kinds. In the first place, the Conference declared
unanimously that, though the crisis from which Central and Eastern Europe are suffering is
undoubtedly a consequence of the world crisis, it has nevertheless been peculiarly aggravated
by the obstacles and restrictions of all kinds imposed on the commercial relations of the
Central and Eastern European countries whether among themselves or with other countries.
It is pointed out that the restrictions which are to-day hindering international trade are
dictated partly by economic considerations and partly by the need to protect the currencies
and by difficulties of transfer.

The Stresa Conference studied in detail the various restrictions, such as prohibitions,
licences, indirect and administrative protection and quotas. These restrictions are, moreover,
closely interconnected.

The Conference made a solemn declaration regarding the grave danger to Europe if it
continues to maintain these hindrances to the freedom of trade. The Stresa Conference
was so unanimous and so firmly convinced on this point that in the report, as finally adopted
after careful consideration, it exceeded the strict limits of its powers and stated that, not only
the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, but all European countries should gradually
return to a system of liberty with the adjustments which would no doubt be necessary.

This forms the first part of the recommendations of the Conference which are submitted
for your approval. By these recommendations, the Conference provides for the establish-
ment of a rational contractual policy by the negotiation and conclusion of commercial agree-
ments of a nature to permit of the normal development of the trade of the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe both among themselves and between them and other countries; the
removal as rapidly as possible of the restrictions placed on dealings in foreign exchange;
the progressive abolition of restrictions on trade; pending the abolition of these restrictions
- in the first place, by autonomous measures, an increase in unduly restrictive quotas and the
abolition of unnecessary quotas; by means of bilateral agreements, the adjustment and exten-
sion of the quotas in such a way as to maintain or restore, in general, the normal movement
of trade; particularly in the case of the States of Central and Eastern Europe, the introduction
of greater elasticity in the methods of application, so as to attenuate to the greatest extent
compatible with international agreements the effects which the quota system may have on
their economic development.

These are the recommendations corresponding to the first principle solemnly enunciated
at Stresa, and which, moreover, are embodied in the documents distributed to you.

The second idea expressed on economic questions by the Stresa Conference is that one
of the essential causes of the crisis in Central and Eastern Europe is the disastrous drop in
the prices of agricultural products, amounting in some cases to 70 per cent of the prices ruling
three years ago, so that the agricultural countries have been gradually deprived of their
customary purchasing power.
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The agricultural countries which discussed this question at Warsaw towards the end of

August adopted resolutions which - in the actual terms of those resolutions - were to be

developed at the Stresa Conference, and subsequently at the World Conference.

These agricultural countries which met at Stresa under the able Chairmanship of

M. Madgearu, Roumanian Minister for Commerce, expressed vigorously - and, I must admit,
unanimously - the wishes of the people of Central and Eastern Europe. Their cry of distress

was heard by the Conference, which drew up a draft Convention for the revalorisation of cereals.
This draft Convention is one of the most important parts of the work of the Conference and
should be the first to be put into application.

Its object may be expressed in a few words. It will enable the nations of Central and

Eastern Europe to sell the whole of their cereals, and to sell abroad above the world price,

thus revalorising internal prices.

The Stresa Conference naturally took note of the fact that certain bilateral agreements

had already been concluded between various States in order to reach this result. But, even

if these agreements were very numerous, and even if they were all in force, they would probably
fail to achieve the most important result - namely, an increase in the home price in the
producing countries.

The Conference established the fact that this result can only be attained by a method

aiming at revalorising, to a certain extent, all the exportable surpluses of the various cereals.

If a higher price is obtained for all exports, home prices will follow such a rise in export prices.

These bilateral treaties enable good but fragmentary results to be obtained. In order

to attain the desired aim of revalorising cereals, the Conference considered that collective
European action was necessary, and this is the object of the draft Convention which it adopted

after prolonged discussion.

Permit me to explain its essential principles in detail.

In the first place, the draft limits the advantages to the average quantities exported during

the last three years. This limitation - and I should like to emphasise this fact - is of great
importance both to the European countries taking part in the action contemplated and also for

oversea countries. As far as the European countries are concerned, it lays down limits,

which they can accept, to the concessions asked of them. It gives the other countries an

assurance that the production of cereals in Central and Eastern Europe will not increase

behind the shelter of an unlimited preferential regime, and will thus not be likely to have a
prejudicial effect on their own exports.

The Stresa Conference therefore expressed the hope that the oversea countries, which have

so great an interest in the reconstruction of European economy, realising that the action

suggested is intended to bring about that reconstruction and is of such a nature as not to

injure their interests, will give it favourable consideration and, by not placing any obstacle
in its way, will take part in the movement.

Hlow can the countries concerned grant advantages enabling the price of cereals to be

revalorised ? The Convention provides for two possible procedures: either each country

will grant a sort of premium by the payment of a financial contribution, or it will proceed

by means of negotiations and treaties providing special advantages in respect of cereals.

It should be borne in mind that bilateral treaties granting preferential advantages result,

in fact, in an actual contribution being made by one of the parties. This is too often forgotten.

I therefore venture to give an example. Suppose that Germany concludes a bilateral treaty
with a certain country of Central Europe; she undertakes to grant privileged treatment to a

specified quantity of cereals imported from that country. How will Germany do this ?

Instead of imposing on these cereals the same Customs duty as on cereals coming from other

exporting countries, she will grant a considerable reduction to the country in question. In-

stead of levying a duty of, say, 40 francs, she will impose a duty of, for instance, 30 francs.

This means that she will agree to decrease her Customs receipts to a considerable extent;

she will thus grant a real subsidy to the country in question. Conceivably, too, importing

countries will receive the whole of the Customs duty; but they will then hand on part of it to

the agricultural countries of Central and Eastern Europe from which they buy cereals. In

any case, an actual subsidy is granted and paid by the operation of bilateral treaties.

The Convention you have to consider provides for this method of payment with a view to

the revalorisation of cereals. There is another method, however, which consists in the

payment of a real contribution. Let us see under what conditions this may be done.

The original proposal submitted by certain delegations did not contemplate contributions;

it simply provided for bilateral treaties and preferential tariffs. The idea of contributions

was added at the request of various other delegations. And for what reason ? It is important
that this should be fully understood.

Some States do not levy any Customs duty on foreign cereals. Consequently, they cannot

grant preferential tariffs to the Danubian countries. On the other hand, if these countries

of Central and Eastern Europe recover their prosperity, the other States will benefit in the

same way as those which impose Customs duties on cereals and which, by means of the

operation of preferential tariffs, are to make substantial sacrifices - as I have shown - for

the benefit of the Danubian countries. In these circumstances, is it not fair that these States,

which levy no Customs duty but will benefit by an economic recovery, should help in some



other way to promote the action to be taken on behalf of the countries of Central and Eastern
Europe ? Hence the idea of a special contribution.

Accordingly, the Conference provided for the formation of a fund, amounting to 75 million
Swiss francs, to be used specifically to promote the revalorisation of cereals. The fund would
be maintained by contributions from States, which would arrange payment either by means
of bilateral treaties or by a special contribution.

Article 3 of the Convention provides for the setting up of a Committee composed of one
delegate of each beneficiary country, one delegate of each cereal-purchasing country and two
representatives of the non-importing European countries. This Committee would have
important duties. It would determine the share of the aggregate sum, to which I referred
just now, to be allotted to each of the beneficiary countries. It would be able to grant
advances to the beneficiary countries. It would keep itself informed and would give informa-
tion regarding the effects of agreements concluded with agricultural countries and the use made
by the various States of the sums they received.

Such are the advantages which the agricultural countries of Central and Eastern Europe
will receive through the draft Convention, and in return they will enter into certain under-
takings. Thus, they affirm their desire to co-operate with the other countries in introducing
a liberal commercial policy and a moderate tariff policy. They also undertake to grant
adequate concessions to the contributing countries by bilateral agreements.

The draft Convention will remain in force until 1935, unless world prices have reached a
remunerative level before that date. In that case, the exceptional situation having come to
an end, the Convention would serve no further purpose.

In point of fact, other agricultural products have fallen very considerably in price,
particularly in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. Among them should be mention-
ed timber, live-stock and tobacco; but, on these various points, in view of the difficulties
already encountered in regard to cereals, the Committee could do no more than make recom-
mendations.

The third part of the recommendations which you will find in the report relates to a
number of measures which, though not of such fundamental importance as the restoration of
freedom of trade and the revalorisation of cereals, may nevertheless have highly desirable
effects. Among them should be mentioned first the improvement of the transport system 
both railway and waterway - in the States of Central and Eastern Europe. Secondly, there
is the adoption of a programme of European public works, which was prepared by the Inter-
national Labour Office and in which the late M. Albert Thomas took a particular interest.
Thirdly, it is recommended that the International Convention of 1931 on the establishment
of an International Agricultural Mortgage Credit Company should be put into force quickly
and that the International Institute of Agriculture should pursue its efforts with a view to the
creation of an International Short-term Agricultural Credit Bank.

In addition to the economic recommendations, of which I have tried to give you as
complete a summary as possible, there are the financial and monetary questions. They were
fully examined by the Financial Committee of the Conference. Its Rapporteur, M. van
Zeeland, Director of the National Bank of Belgium, in co-operation with M. Bruins, Royal
Commissioner of the Netherlands Bank, drew up a report and recommendations which, with
certain reservations, were unanimously adopted by the Stresa Conference.

These recommendations may be classified as follows: (1)' general principles; (2) short-
term debts; (3) long-term debts; (4) currency normalisation fund.

The general principles laid down by the Stresa Conference cannot give rise to any serious
objection. The financial experts of each of the countries unanimously supported them.
The financial and monetary situation of the several countries of Central and Eastern Europe
admittedly differs in many fundamental respects. The acuteness of the crisis may vary in
different countries. Some have been able to fulfil all their undertakings, while others have
partially suspended their payments. The general recommendations of the Stresa Conference,
however, may really be applied without distinction by any country, not merely in Central
and Eastern Europe, but I would say almost anywhere in the world.

No one can question the soundness of the recommendations made by the StresalCon-
ference to the effect that States should strictly maintain a budgetary equilibrium; that, while
decisions relating to currency fall exclusively within the sovereignty of the individual States,
the Central Banks of Issue should enforce a strict credit policy; and, lastly, that in each country
the national life should be adapted to the new conditions resulting from the drop in prices and
the withdrawal of capital.

As regards debts, the Conference distinguishes between short-term and long-term debts.
As regards short-term debts, it recognises, in the first place, that short-term credits are im-
mobilised into long-term investments and that short-term credits which remain liquid cannot
be refunded abroad for lack of means of transfer. It notes that the existing " standstill"
agreements present serious drawbacks. In certain cases, they have lumped together the sums
falling due, further increased by arrears, and have fixed the same date of payment for all
of them, thus intensifying the difficulty of a solution.

In order to terminate this abnormal situation, the Conference suggested direct contact
between debtors and creditors, taking into account the real value of the credits and making

the necessary adjustments. It advised debtor countries to proceed as soon as possible to
effect the progressive transfer of foreign short-term capital. Lastly, it recommends that
short-term foreign credits may gradually, but as rapidly as possible, be utilised within the
countries as freely as national capital.
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The application of these measures seemed to the Conference essential for the abolition of
the restrictions on exchange and on trade, which were unanimously condemned.

As regards long-term debts, the Conference also laid down various essential rules. No
credit should be granted, and consequently no permanent recovery would be possible, unless
each State convinces all those to whom it has appealed in time of difficulty that it has neglected
no effort to keep its word. If, however, despite all internal efforts, and on account of causes
beyond its control, a debtor - whether a State, public body or private individual - is in-
capable of meeting its obligations, it must communicate with its creditors directly and without
delay, since they alone are entitled to grant adjustments (which would be doubtless of a pro-
visional character), and it must be understood that the treatment of foreign creditorsmustnot
be more unfavourable either in law or in fact than that of national creditors.

The recommendations of the Stresa Conference, which I have tried to summarise for you,
form a single whole. The Conference considered that the application of the economic and
financial measures should protect the balances of the countries concerned from any serious
unexpected developments. But when there is a definite movement towards economic recovery,
when the measures of budgetary financial restoration have been applied, there will still
probably be numerous cases in which a contribution, even though small, from external sources
will prove indispensable for currency purposes.

Hence the idea of instituting a fund for the purpose of assisting, at the opportune moment,
the regularisation of currency conditions in Central and Eastern Europe. The immediate
object of this fund would be to assist Central Banks with repayable advances to increase their
reserves at the opportune moment. The assistance to be rendered by this common fund
should, as it were, crown the edifice raised by the interested parties themselves. Although
the use of a currency fund cannot be contemplated immediately, the large majority of members
of the Stresa Conference recommended that the idea should be suggested and steps taken
immediately to organise such a fund, as its value in stimulating confidence might be immense.
In the countries of Eastern and Central Europe, the psychological factor is of considerable
importance.

In a word, all the nations represented at Stresa expressed their desire to collaborate in
the reconstruction of Central and Eastern Europe, some of them being prepared to co-operate
actively on the agricultural side and others to co-operate in the currency problem.

The Stresa Conference expressly left it to the Commission of Enquiry for European Union
to determine the details of the functioning of the organisation for which it had provided.

There are three main questions affecting the common fund.
First, there is the question how the contribution of each State shall be fixed. The Stresa

Conference contemplated a kind of statistical duty on the foreign trade of each nation. This
duty, however small, not to say insignificant, would, if generally collected, produce a working
fund of a substantial importance.

The second question is how these common funds shall be administered. The Conference
unanimously considered that the question of the fund and its administration should be
removed from all political influence. It seemed to be the general opinion that the working
fund should be deposited with the Bank for International Settlements, which some thought
should be exclusively entrusted with the administration of the fund, while others were of
opinion that the Bank should receive the necessary instructions from another entirely impartial
legal body, which would be guided by purely financial considerations.

Finally, the third question on which the Stresa Conference desired merely to throw out
suggestions on which you would decide is whether there should be a separate fund divided
into two distinct parts, one for agricultural purposes, and the other for currency purposes, or
whether there should be a single fund.

There again, the Stresa Conference desired to leave matters to the decision of the Com-
mission of Enquiry for European Union. The constitution of a single fund might appear the
more attractive solution, as the delegations represented at the Stresa Conference seemed
unanimous in agreeing, some to collaborate in the revalorisation of the agricultural products
of Central and Eastern Europe, and others to co-operate in a fund to be constituted for
financial purposes. The constitution of a single fund would certainly appear to give European
co-operation much wider scope.

However, technical objections were raised against such a scheme. It was pointed out
that the nature of the resources which would be called upon in order to constitute the common
fund would not be the same in both cases. In the case of revalorisation of agricultural
products, the States would be asked to make irrecoverable payments amounting to subsidies,
while, in the case of the currency side of the work, the advances accorded would be repayable.
Is it possible to combine these two in the same common fund without running the risk of there-
by holding up the work of agricultural reconstruction, the need for which and the urgency
of which are recognised by all and for which it now seems possible to obtain in the near future
an agreement between all the Governments concerned ?

These are the questions relating to the common fund which the Stresa Conference asks
the Commission of Enquiry for European Union to examine.

I have endeavoured to give as objective an account as possible of our work at Stresa.
I have, however, been unable to convey to you in this necessarily dry statement the senti-
ments which inspired the delegations when they unanimously approved the whole of their
recommendations, and the profound emotion with which the Conference heard the dramatic
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relation of the victims of a crisis which is condemning so many human beings to abject poverty.
The impression is unanimous that the evil is contagious and that no nation, however strong,
can maintain or regain its equilibrium so long as there exist in the very heart of Europe more
than sixty million people in the grip of economic and financial disorder. There is further a
general conviction that, so long as we are content merely -as has so often been done up to
now - to bring eleventh-hour assistance to this or that particular State, the remedy will
prove to be but temporary and, shortly after its application, the evil will recur in a more
aggravated form than before.

In a word, the work which we have attempted to carry out at Stresa is wholely founded
on the vast and fruitful idea of solidarity. All States should be present and collaborate.
If they act alone, their sacrifices, as shown by past experience, may be vast, but will be vain.
United, on the other hand, a slight effort, freely accepted by one and all, will render reconstruc-
tion certain and inevitable. Who can question the material and moral value of this European
co-operation ?

Such is, if I may say so, the philosophy of the Stresa agreements. The various delegates,
without exception, emphasised this in their closing speeches : " This is a historic moment ",
said M. Posse, the German delegate. " The Stresa Conference has sounded the tocsin,
summoning Europe to the urgent task of presenting a united front ", said M. de Michelis,
the Italian delegate. " We have drawn up a vast and detailed plan, which bodes well for
the future ", said M. Madgearu, speaking on behalf of the agrarian States.

Will these promises be fulfilled ? To achieve this end, the enlightened aid of the Com-
mission of Enquiry for European Union is essential. We know that we have your co-operation.

Having made this objective statement, it is not for me to guide your discussions. If I
may, however, express a wish in conclusion, it is that the Commission of Enquiry for European
Union, after itself examining the Stresa texts, should without delay endorse them with its
authority. I realise that some of them may raise objections, some may be criticised; but I,
present throughout the long discussions which they involved, feel that for the moment they
represent the maximum possible degree of conciliation. If, at the same time as it endorsed
this effort, your Commission would, after receiving the opinion of a special committee of
experts, definitely settle the precise technical problem of the organisation of the common fund
which is submitted for its consideration, I feel confident that the Commission of Enquiry for
European Union would give a decisive impetus to the work we carried out at Stresa.

SECOND MEETING (PUBLIC).

Held on Saturday, October 1st, 1932, at 4 p.m.

Chairman: M. HERRIOT (France).

4. Work of the Stresa Conference for the Economic Restoration of Central and Eastern
Europe: Draft Resolution submitted by the Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN called upon M. Georges Bonnet to comment on the draft resolution sub-
mitted to the Commission (document C.E.U.E.78).'

M. Georges BONNET, President of the Stresa Conference, wished to explain the idea of the
authors of this draft and the scope of the undertakings required under its terms.

There were two categories of States Members of the Commission of Enquiry for European
Union: first, those who took part in the Stresa Conference and, secondly, those who did not
take part in the Conference.

What undertakings had been given by these two categories ?
As regards the first, the statements made by those present at the Conference were still

valid ; the recommendations made on that occasion retained their scope in the draft submitted
to the Commission, while the reservations made by these States at the last meetings of the
Conference and annexed to the Conference Minutes were maintained in full.

With regard to the other States that were not present at that were Conferesent at that Conference, M. Georges
Bonnet asked the members of the Commission carefully to read the draft resolution in order
to understand its scope. These States were not at present asked to give definite undertakings.
If they ratified the draft resolution, this merely meant that, subject to any special remarks
which might be made, they approved the general guiding principles laid down by the Stresa
Conference.

1 For the text of the resolution as adopted, see page 24.
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He had explained these principles very fully on the previous day in the statement which
he had had the honour to make. In the first place, they consisted in the gradual return to
freedom of trade, the application of sound financial rules thion of alat was to say, balanced budgets
and rigidly supervised expenditure. Furthermore, they laid down the necessity for agree-
ment and co-operation between the nations in order to overcome the present crisis.

Consequently, the States not represented at the Stresa Conference, in approving the draft
resolution submitted to the Commission of Enquiry, merely stated their approval of the general
guiding principles to which he had just referred and which he thought, moreover, would not
present any difficulties. He wished to make clear that their approval extended no further
than this.

Lastly, with regard to the further question contained in the draft resolution - namely,
the problem of the common fund - he had explained on the previous day that three questions
were still before the Commission of Enquiry for European Union; the draft resolution proposed
to refer them to a committee of experts so that the Commission of Enquiry might deal with
them at its next meeting. In other words, the idea of the authors of the draft resolution had
been that, without asking anyone to give rash undertakings, there should be no delay and that
the result of the discussions at the Stresa Conference, which had been approved by a certain
number of States, might be applied as rapidly as possible.

Mr. EDEN (United Kingdom) was glad to be able to state that His Majesty's Government
in the United Kingdom had noted with very great interest the important and valuable
recommendations made by the recent Conference at Stresa which had met under the distin-
guished chairmanship of M. Georges Bonnet. He would like, on behalf of the British delega-
tion, to congratulate M. Bonnet on the very able manner in which he had conducted the
Conference, and on the gratifying results which had rewarded his truly arduous labours.
It was a matter for real satisfaction that such a measure of agreement should have been reached
by the representatives of fifteen countries on issues which had during past years caused so
many difficulties.

As regards the detailed recommendations of the Conference, set forth in the draft
resolution, His Majesty's Government was in complete agreement with the broad principles
laid down both in respect of the financial policy to be followed by the States of Central and
Eastern Europe and also in respect of the burden of external indebtedness now being carried
by those States.

These principles were, in brief, that a strict budgetary and credit policy should be followed
by the States which had been compelled to impose restrictions on exchange transactions;
that they should arrive at a position of equilibrium between their internal price level and the
level of prices ruling elsewhere, whether by a policy of deflation or by a change of monetary
policy; and that, in general, all questions which might arise concerning their external indebted-
ness should be settled by direct negotiation between debtor and creditor.

On the economic side he would, on behalf of His Majesty's Government in the United
Kingdom, draw particular attention to the most satisfactory resolutions passed by the Con-
ference emphasising the necessity of a return to normal commercial relations between States
and the desirability of the suppression, as soon as possible, of exchange restrictions and of the
progressive abolition of barriers to trade, such as prohibitions, licences, indirect protection and
quotas. In the view of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom, the increase
in international trade which was so heartily desired, and which was indispensable to the re-
establishment of the economy of Europe and of the world, could best be attained by measures
of this character such as were suggested in the report of the Stresa Conference.

In general, it was to be hoped that the report of the Stresa Conference would form an
encouraging prelude to the work of the forthcoming Economic and Financial Conference and
would point the way to a renewal of prosperity throughout the world.

As regards participation by His Majesty's Government in the funds contemplated in
the report of the Conference, and also in respect of certain other proposals involving financial
contributions or guarantees, he thought the position of his Government was fully understood
here and he need not explain at length the particular situation created for the United Kingdom
by its special interests overseas and by the fact that its own currency was at present
unstabilised in terms of gold.

There was one other fact to which he might be excused for drawing particular attention
- namely, that import duties on cereals imported into the United Kingdom were either non-
existent ornegligible,whereas, in several of the important consuming countries of the Continent,
the import duties on cereals, including cereals produced in Central and Eastern Europe, had
for a number of years been very high and were now in certain instances as high as 200 or 300
per cent ad valorem. Further, the United Kingdom had no quota restrictions on wheat,
whereas the quota restrictions of certain continental countries were extreme. For purposes
of record, therefore, he thought it right to read the terms of the statement which the delegates
of the United Kingdom at the Stresa Conference were instructed to make, and which was
in the following terms

" The United Kingdom delegates reaffirm that their country attaches the greatest
importance lto the work of reconstruction of Central and Eastern Europe, especially
by the removal of existing obstacles to trade, and welcomes the collaboration of the
countries assembled here with that object. While, in general, approving the recommend-
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ations made in the report of the Conference and, in particular, those recommendations
which represent a step in this direction, the United Kingdom delegates desire to draw
attention to the special position of those countries, including the United Kingdom, whose
commercial policy does not include the imposition of quotas or heavy import duties on
cereals and to state that they must make reserves on behalf of His Majesty's Govern-
ment in the United Kingdom in regard to participation in proposals involving financial
contributions or guarantees."

M. LITVINOFF (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that, if he intervened in this
discussion, it was partly owing to the fact that representatives of the Soviet Union had had
no opportunity of expressing their views upon the Stresa decisions at Stresa itself. The
Stresa Conference was supposed to consist of delegates from exporting and importing countries,
especially from the East and the Centre of Europe, and it was apparently assumed that the
Soviet Union had neither imports nor exports, while as to its eastern situation, the points
of the compass at international conferences would appear to show political rather than geo-
graphical direction. Soon, perhaps, the organisers of conferences might find it convenient
to discover that the world itself did not contain all the countries marked on the map. But
he would leave this aspect of the problem for the moment.

In the interests of brevity, he would not dwell upon the variety of proposals and
suggestions contained in the report of the Stresa Conference, especially as they were more in
the nature of pious hopes than of schemes capable of realisation. The most that could be said
of them was that, good as they might be in themselves, they ran counter to recent practice
in the majority of the States represented at Stresa. It might, of course, be a good thing for
the Governments concerned to bear in mind the Stresa recommendations -- it might serve as
a reminder that, in their everyday economic and legislative practice, they were doing precisely
the opposite to what they themselves acknowledged at international conferences to be right.
The impossibility of putting into practice these recommendations would emphasise the fact
that conflicts of interest, both between nations and within nations, could not nowadays be
overcom i e in the interests of international solidarity.

But among the proposals there was one which, if it was not fated to join the limbo of
pious hopes, did call forth certain considerations, and even apprehensions, on account of the
principle underlying it. He referred to what was called the scheme for the " revalorisation
of cereals ". This measure was obviously prompted by the consideration that, owing to the
drop in the price of cereals, the exporting countries were experiencing difficulties in covering
their payments abroad for their own imports, past and present. Hence a diminution in
imports, reacting upon the industrial countries and creating a factor in the general economic
crisis. The drop in the price of cereals impoverished the agricultural population and lowered
its purchasing capacity, thus leading to the same results that was to say, to the restriction
of industrial production, with all its consequences. It was therefore proposed to establish
a fund to provide premiums for grain-exporting countries, by way of compensation for the
drop in prices. There could be no doubt that the agricultural countries would profit by this
scheme, and from this point of view there could be no objection to it - unless it were from the
contributors to such a fund. But, in connection with the question whether it could lead to
a recovery of industry and to alleviation of the crisis, many doubts were bound to arise.

In the first place, what guarantees were there that the grain-exporting countries, in their
competition with each other and with extra-European countries, in their fight for markets,
would not further lower prices, counting upon the premiums ? Moreover, how would privi-
leges accorded to some agricultural countries react upon the rest of European grain-exporting
countries ? After all, the establishment of premiums amounted to preferential treatment,
and to the circumvention of the principle of the most favoured nation. The Rapporteur
himself had practically admitted this. All the objections raised here or elsewhere to pre-
ferential treatment and the infringement of the long-established principle of the most favoured
nation applied therefore, more or less, to the scheme before the Commission.

M. Litvinoffwas naturally concerned with the effect the scheme might have upon the
foreign trade of his own country, which exported certain cereals in larger quantities than all
the countries mentioned in the report together. He did not raise this question in the name of
either justice or equality, but from the point of view of the economic crisis and of the interest
of the industrial countries of Europe. He had already had occasion to refer in the Commission
of Enquiry to the economic interdependence of the Soviet Union and the rest of the world.
He would not burden the Commission with statistics, but would merely say that the Soviet
Union now occupied the first place in the import of machinery, absorbing one-fourth of world
machinery exports. Certain branches of industry in such countries as Germany, Great
Britain, Sweden, Poland and others, were largely kept going by Soviet orders. He had read,
for instance, that, in Germany alone, not less than three hundred thousand industrial workers
were employed in carrying out Soviet orders. In normal circumstances this interdependence
was not likely to be weakened. The term "autarchy ", so popular in some countries, was
not used or thought of in the Soviet Union. But the imports of his country, like those in
other countries - indeed, more than in most - depended very largely upon its exports. Any
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diminution in receipts from exports, whether owing to reduction in volume or a drop in prices,
must necessarily entail a corresponding diminution in imports. It was therefore obvious
that, should the realisation of this scheme bring about such results for the Soviet Union,
European industry as a whole might suffer more than it would gain by the total increase of
the purchasing power of some countries, by 75 million francs, which would, after all, have to
come out of its own pocket.

These were the considerations which he hoped the various bodies dealing with the scheme
for the revalorisation of cereals would bear in mind. For his own part, he sincerely believed
that the present crisis could be neither cured nor alleviated by any measures amounting to
discrimination and the intensification of economic strife between countries. He took that
opportunity to remind the Commission that nearly a year had elapsed since he had submitted
a proposal for the conclusion of an economic pact of non-aggression. After passing through
a series of committees, that proposal had found lasting peace in one of them. He did not
think present economic relationships justified such an attitude towards the Soviet proposal.
If it were not clear a year ago, it should be clear by now, that international economic war
existed and was spreading, and that discrimination was eating into international and economic
life. He ventured, therefore, to express the hope that the Commission would realise that the
time had come to disinter the Soviet draft Convention for a non-aggression pact.

M. MICHALAKOPOULOS (Greece) wished to associate himself with the expressions of appre-
ciation for the work accomplished at the Stresa Conference. He expressed this appreciation,
not only to the delegates who had taken part in the work, but also to the distinguished President
of the Conference under whose direction really practical results had been achieved. Without
wishing to belittle the importance of the work done by conferences and commissions prior
to the Stresa Conference, it might be said that, for the first time, practical conclusions had been
reached and, in particular, a draft international Convention.

As regards Greece, he wished to make a reservation and at the same time to express a
wish. Moreover, a year ago he had already had occasion to express the same view.

The Stresa Conference had taken measures regarding cereals, but the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe did not all produce cereals; not that they did not desire to produce them,
but merely because their geological or climatic conditions or their geographical position did
not permit them to do so. Thus, Greece was not a producer of cereals, but, on the other hand,
she produced and exported tobacco. Bulgaria was practically in the same position; he used
the word " practically " because Bulgaria also produced cereals. He thought the position
was the same in Turkey.

He quite understood that it would be difficult to consider all the problems at once. In
the words of the proverb, " Qui trop embrasse, mal etreint ". But would it not be possible to
study the conditions for the export and production, if not of all agricultural products -
M. Michalakopoulos had in view timber, currants, oil, wine, etc. - at least of tobacco in
particular, and to carry out that study in as much detail as had been done in the case of
cereals ? Were not the conditions identical ? In the first place, this industry suffered from
competition with the production in the New World. The crop of the three countries mentioned
- Turkey, Bulgaria and Greece - did not represent more than 3 per cent of the world

production and consumption. The tobacco of the New World was preferred in the same
way as its cereals.

As far as Greece was concerned, it was not sufficient to protect cereals, and he did not
think it would be sufficient for Turkey and Bulgaria. How could the purchasing power of
three countries with more than twenty-five million inhabitants be increased to such an extent
that they could, in turn, increase the consumption of industrial products ?

The question of the debts had been raised. How could these countries pay their external
debts ? They had no Alaska mines to produce gold with which to meet their commitments.
In ordinary law, any creditor could seize the yield of the capital and the proceeds of the work
of his debtor. It was true that, under primitive legislative systems, the creditors could even
divide between them the body of the debtor according to their respective shares. Some years
ago, practically the same principle existed in international law. Fortunately, the position
was now quite different, and no one could occupy the territory of his debtor in order to obtain
payment.

Moreover, the debtor countries were anxious to pay in full. They had already conferred
with their creditors and had reached a friendly agreement, because it had been realised that
they were unable to meet their liabilities, in view of the fact that the value of gold had doubled
and that their products were neither exported nor consumed.

Obviously, one product at any rate should be taken into consideration. He did not
think all agricultural products should be discussed, since, by trying to deal with everything,
there was a danger of failing to reach a result. He did not ask for an immediate decision which,
moreover, would not be within the competence of this Commission.

Almost a year ago he had made the same request. A special Committee had recommended
that the producing States should enter into negotiations with a view to concluding bilateral
agreements with the importing States. He proposed that the experts who were to examine
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these reports should be requested to make a fresh study of the tobacco question. That would
not prevent them from adopting the draft Convention for cereals without delay. But why
not believe that, when once the question of cereals had been settled in one way or another,
a further step forward could be made ? M. Michalakopoulos asked the Commission of Enquiry
to make this suggestion to the experts. He thought this would be in accordance with the
spirit of solidarity which, as M. Bonnet had said on the previous day, had inspired the work of
the Stresa Conference. This solidarity would thus apply fully to all. There would be no
nations which, on account of their poverty, would be treated as poor relations.

Tevfik RUySTU Bey (Turkey) said he appreciated at their full value the work of the Stresa
Conference and its wise recommendations. One of the most striking features of the results
of this Conference was the recognition that the economic restoration of Central and Eastern
Europe, while it was of interest to the whole world, was primarily of importance to Europe and
European solidarity, and was not a purely regional question. It was the first time that this
truth had been so forcibly stated. In this connection, he would like to pay a tribute to the
distinguished President of the Conference and to the members of the delegations who had
taken part in this work, and he associated himself with this truth.

On this occasion, it might serve the aim of the Conference to point out - although the
Commission could not be unaware of the fact - that Turkey, by its economic structure and
position, presented a complete analogy with the countries of the eastern region of Europe
in which it was situated.

Lastly, he would be glad if this happy agreement reached at Stresa might form a prelude
to the World Economic Conference. Before concluding, he would like to thank his friend
M. Michalakopoulos, who, in defending the interests of Greece, had at the same time upheld
the interests of her neighbours, and, in particular, those of Turkey - interests which, as
regards the matter with which his colleague had dealt in such a masterly fashion, were
identical.

M. DE MICHELIS (Italy) pointed out that M. Georges Bonnet had concluded his report
of the previous day on the results of the Stresa Conference by a statement in which he had

shown with admirable clearness the value of the work over which he had presided in such a

masterly fashion.
M. de Michelis, for his part, could have wished that the Commission should have been

content with the further progress made in the question referred by the Lausanne Conference
to the Stresa Conference; he would have been glad if the documents published by the Secre-
tariat could have been submitted for the careful examination of the Governments for a few
more weeks. In such a complicated question, which called - it must be stated frankly 
for a sentiment of solidarity and confidence which had not yet been put to the test, there was
perhaps a greater need for reflection than for rapidity. A contrary decision had, however,
been taken, and he was therefore compelled to make some remarks on the Stresa decisions in
their connection with the present meeting. He was especially glad to do so after hearing
certain pessimistic forecasts as to the possibility of carrying out the suggestions embodied
in the Stresa decisions.

The work at Stresa brought out one main idea, regarding which it was necessary to be
clear. The principle laid down by the Stresa Conference as the basis of any subsequent
action was that of the participation of the whole of Europe in any given action. This principle
could be adopted or rejected; but, if it were rejected, it could be concluded that the Stresa
Conference had to a great extent built on sand.

On the other hand, the Conference had done work which might have profound and durable
effects. In the first place, it had widened its horizon by establishing a number of guiding
principles which might serve for the reconstruction, not only of a part, but of the whole of
Europe. The spirit of solidarity on which all reconstructive action must be based, the
necessity for taking a wide view of this action which should embrace at once the monetary,
financial and economic spheres, the inevitable tendency towards a liberal policy in commercial
relations and a moderate policy in respect of Customs duties, were so many landmarks firmly
established along the road of progress in international activity.

In this way, the Stresa Conference would be described in the annals, if not in history,
as the United Kingdom representative had stated, as a welcome prelude to the World Con-
ference, which, amongst other things, would have to re-examine, revise and supplement in a
wider framework the ideas and suggestions already established in their main lines.

A further undoubted advantage of the last Conference was that it had definitely cleared
up a misunderstanding which had subsisted for three years and which threatened to cause
any action for assisting the countries of Central and Eastern Europe to fail. Hitherto. no
remedy had been found for their ills except the grant of preferential Customs treatment by
States purchasing cereals, such preference being naturally restricted, temporary and specific;
this measure would, however, run counter to the customary procedure which had for a century
regulated the economic relations of the world.

It was true that, under a system of restrictions, quotas and prohibitions of all kinds -

which Italy, however, had taken care not to apply - preferential treatment might have
hoped to find a place; experience had, however, been adverse to it. The special characteristic
of this remedy was that it only involved four countries on one side and four countries on the
other. It was based on the assumption that the consuming countries could make a sacrifice
in money by purchasing certain goods in a particular country at a price higher than that of
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the world market. The Stresa Conference had kept this particular system in the background,
and countries desiring to do so might have recourse to it, the rights of third parties being
reserved.

On this subject, the Stresa Conference raised two questions : in the first place, whether
this limited sacrifice would be sufficient to restore normal conditions in the countries of Central
and Eastern Europe, and, in the second place, why only four States should be asked to bear
the privilege and the burdens of special generosity.

The reply to these two questions at one and the same time solved the general problem
and disposed of the misunderstanding which had subsisted for three years. The decisions
of the Conference established the principle that the crisis from which Europe was suffering
and which was particularly acute in the Central and Eastern countries could only be overcome
by the active co-operation of all European States without exception. The Conference also
laid down the principle that the reconstruction of these countries could not be brought about
by half-measures, but should cover all aspects, the monetary as well as the agrarian sphere.
Lastly, it had established the principle that, in order to remedy general evils, partial solutions
should not be sought, since they would certainly be doomed to failure.

By this it was meant - and this was the spirit which animated the entire work of the
Conference - that the whole of Europe must take generous and rapid action in order to find
means for placing the Central and Eastern States on a sound basis and ensuring their complete
and durable reconstruction.

There was no doubt that this operation would be to the advantage of the whole of Europe;
by restoring one of the parties, Europe would be working for her own good. It was therefore
quite natural that all the States of Europe - creditors, purchasers, their neighbours and
customers - should endeavour to intervene in good time at points where the crisis was the
most cruel and most acute. This was in the interest of Europe. It was to the credit of the
Stresa Conference that it had drawn attention to this fact in a number of remarkable resolutions
and documents.

M. de Michelis thought the draft resolution was drawn up with the necessary elasticity
and prudence so as not to bind immediately the responsible authorities of each State beyond
what was possible for it to decide and useful for it to do.

On the other hand, it was easy to understand the scruples which had been expressed and
the care with which everyone concerned, while taking into consideration his own interests,
was examining the resolutions of the Conference. There were, however, grounds for hoping
that, if reservations were expressed, their effect would not be to condemn the Stresa discus-
sions, but that it might still be hoped that unanimous co-operation would be possible.

It was desirable that all the European countries should feel equally the importance of
the measures they were asked to take, in order that no hindrances should be placed in the way
of the proposed co-operation. It would appear to be of the highest importance that the task
of reconstruction should be equitably distributed among all the other countries, so that the
sacrifice would be scarcely felt by each of the States.

Some countries might, it was true, continue to do all they could - he could speak in any
case for his own country - with a view to improving trade relations with Central and Eastern
Europe; in particular, they might continue (as Italy had done up to the present) to be a widely
open and active market for this region. But the political and moral questions nevertheless
remained and should not be allowed to increase. This was the task before the Commission
of Enquiry for European Union - namely, to take effective action so that the States Members
might not only undertake to conform, as soon as possible, to the general guiding principles
laid down at Stresa, but might, in particular, be induced to associate themselves with the
initiative taken and the drafts prepared by the Stresa Conference. This co-operation was
indispensable in order to carry out the draft Convention resulting from the Conference.

The initiative taken provided for unanimous co-operation and positive intervention with a
view to ensuring the restoration of Central and Eastern Europe. The Commission should
strongly insist on this principle of solidarity, since the effort of each one, in this particular
problem, might give rise to and strengthen the spirit of union necessary for the reconstruction
of Europe.

M. WOHLIN (Sweden) said that his country was not represented at the Stresa Conference.
Under these circumstances, the Swedish Government had not been able, during the short
time that had elapsed since the Conference, to define its attitude towards the interesting
proposals which were the outcome of that Conference. There was no doubt that these
proposals represented the result of a serious and praiseworthy effort to find solutions for the
very important and complicated problems connected with the economic position of the
Danubian countries.

As regards the draft resolution submitted to the Commission, he wished to state im-
mediately that certain points in it aroused scruples in the minds of the Swedish delegation.

He would not enter into a discussion on the various points in the draft, but would like
to say that, as regards preferential treatment, Sweden had always been one of the countries
to point out the disadvantages which might result from any exception to the most-favoured-
nation clause and that, in its opinion, the League of Nations should not approve the grant
of advantages or special privileges to particular groups of nations.

In general, he wished to state that present circumstances would not appear to call for
decisions on questions of principle in the sphere of commercial policy which might prejudice
the results of the World Economic Conference.
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In view of these remarks, he must therefore state that he could not vote for the draft

resolution in its present form. He would prefer that the Commission should merely take note

of the resolutions and reports of the Stresa Conference and should decide, in accordance with

the proposals expressed in part 3 of the draft resolution, to bring them to the notice of the

competent authorities of the League of Nations so that the above-mentioned resolutions

might subsequently be examined.

M. SCHMIDT (Estonia) recalled that his country had not been represented at the Stresa

Conference. It had nevertheless followed the work with the keenest interest. Estonia also

was suffering from the consequences of the economic depression, which had unfortunately

become more and more general. Estonia also was encountering ever-increasing difficulties

in her commercial relations with a number of foreign countries.

He had noted with pleasure that the Economic Committee of the Conference had voted a

recommendation in favour of gradually abolishing the restrictions on trade, such as prohibitions,

licences, quotas, etc. As a result of the increasing obstacles in the way of Estonian exports,

that country had been obliged to take protective measures which it would have preferred to

avoid. Estonia would therefore be glad if greater liberty of international trade could be

established, and it was to be hoped that the Stresa recommendation to which he had referred

would not remain a dead letter.
Some of the questions dealt with at Stresa were of the greatest interest to Estonia, but,

as the report of the Conference had only been distributed at Geneva a few days previously,

his Government had not yet been able to study it. He would, therefore, not go into these

questions for the moment and would reserve the right, on behalf of his Government, to return

to them, if necessary, in order to make clear its point of view. Estonia would continue to

follow with keen interest the results of the work done by the Stresa Conference, and he

associated himself with the congratulations addressed to its distinguished President and his

collaborators.

M. VON ROSENBERG (Germany) said it was with keen satisfaction that the German

Government had taken note of the happy agreement reached at Stresa and the efforts to be

made for putting it into force at an early date.
Within the limits of existing possibilities, the German Government was prepared to co-

operate to the best of its ability in assisting the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, and

considered that the most practical method of contributing to this important work lay in the

conclusion of bilateral preferential agreements. The German Government thought this was

the only effective means of ensuring to agricultural countries an outlet for their exportable

surplus at remunerative prices.
For this reason and in view of the special situation in Germany, the German Government

keenly regretted that it could not, in present circumstances, make any pecuniary contribution

or assume any guarantees apart from the burdens resulting from the bilateral preferential

agreements already concluded or to be concluded.
This was the reservation which he was obliged to make and which had, moreover, already

been expressed by the German delegation during the negotiations at Stresa.

M. BEELAERTS VAN BLOKLAND (Netherlands) said that, as the delegates of the Netherlands

Government had taken part in the work of the Stresa Conference and in the agreement which,

thanks to the wise guidance and conciliatory spirit of its President, M. Georges Bonnet, had

been reached at the end of its work, he need only make a short declaration.

As M. Bruins had already stated at Stresa on September 20th last, the Netherlands

Government would, in all probability, not be able to accept the draft Convention for the

revalorisation of cereals in the agricultural countries of Central and Eastern Europe. It

was unable to grant them preferential duties, as cereals were admitted duty-free into the

Netherlands.
Moreover, the Netherlands Government, which always considered it to be of the greatest

importance for it to be able to collaborate in the removal of existing barriers to trade, was

inspired by the firm desire to take part in the examination of any proposal calculated to favour

closer international co-operation with a view to the economic restoration of Europe.

M. HYMANS (Belgium), like all the speakers who had preceded him, paid a sincere tribute

to the work done at the Stresa Conference under the presidency of his distinguished colleague,

M. Georges Bonnet. M. Bonnet's statement of the previous day had thrown much light on

the recommendations of the Conference. M. Hymans hoped that those recommendations

would give practical results and relieve the economic disorder from which the States of

Eastern and Central Europe were suffering.
The Belgian delegates to the Stresa Conference had explained the circumstances which

made it difficult for Belgium to take part in a fund for the revalorisation of cereals. He

did not need, therefore, to return to that point.
Subject to this reservation, Belgium felt keen sympathy for the work undertaken and

would take part in it to the utmost of her ability, thus showing the spirit of co-operation and

solidarity by which she was animated.

M. BRAADLAND (Norway) desired to express his admiration for the assiduous work done

by the Stresa Conference. He had read the report of the Conference with great interest, and
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had listened with particular attention to the admirable speech made by M. Georges Bonnet
on the previous day. He felt bound, however, to make certain reservations regarding the
resolution proposed.

The first of his reservations was that the questions that had been discussed at the Con-
ference were so extensive and complicated that it was quite impossible to form any opinion
upon them without studying them very thoroughly. For that reason he was unable to adopt
any very definite attitude as regards the Conference's proposals, because he had not had time
to study them.

His second reservation was that the solution of the problem raised by the very grave
crisis prevailing in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe would depend very largely
on the development of the world situation - as, indeed, the Stresa Conference itself had pointed
out. If the world continued to follow its present road - the policy of self-sufficiency,
of barriers against the free movement of goods and capital - then it would probably be much
more difficult than might at present be imagined to adapt the economic life of the countries
in question.

He was therefore inclined to think that certain of the Stresa Conference's proposals would
be valueless unless the world crisis were finally and satisfactorily resolved - that was to say,
unless the obstacles that had been set up during the crisis could be removed; or, if it were
preferred, unless political and financial foundations could be laid on which the economic life
of the world could be developed and the barriers between the countriedestroyed. For that
reason, the proposals of the Stresa Conference ought to be referred to the Preparatory Com-
mittee of the Economic and Financial Conference.

Although he made these reservations regarding the premises, he wished to associate him-
self with part 3 of the proposals in the draft resolution.

M. MADGEARU (Roumania) said that, after M. Georges Bonnet's brilliant survey of the
proceedings and results of the Stresa Conference, it only remained for the representatives
of the agricultural countries of Central and Eastern Europe to make a strong appeal to the
Commission of Enquiry for European Union to accept unanimously the text of the resolutions
proposed.

That action would be adequately justified in the eyes of all who knew in what hope the
Stresa Conference had met, in that it would give proof of a desire to arrive at practical solutions
that could be promptly put into effect.

In view of the grave and menacing influence of the world economic crisis on the agri-
cultural countries of Europe, it was reasonable to hope - at all events this time, after so many
international conferences had failed - that words would give place to action.

In adding a few words to that appeal, his intention was not to reply to the reservations
that had been made, but to emphasise the fact that, since it was realised that the crisis prevail-
ing in Europe, which was painfully acute in the Central and Eastern European countries, could
not be surmounted without the active co-operation of the European States, it was essential
that those reservations should be withdrawn, if the way was not to be left free for the destruc-
tive forces of the crisis by one more postponement of the essential measures.

Moreover, the text of the proposed resolutions did not embody a single obligation that
would require one group of European countries to sacrifice their interests for the benefit of
another group. Unfortunately, only one immediate measure was for the moment proposed.
He referred to the declaration of the States which accepted the idea of bilateraltreaties whereby
they would grant preferential treatment to cereals from the agricultural countries in question,
within the narrow limits laid down by the draft Convention for the revalorisation of cereals 
to the declaration of those States that they would pursue and promote the conclusion of such
agreements without delay.

It had been unanimously acknowledged at Stresa that the matter in which action was
most urgently necessary was the revalorisation of cereals. The conclusion of preferential
agreements would be only a beginning, which would have to be supplemented without delay
by the establishment of the fund for the revalorisation of cereals, the object of which was
to bring about the revalorisation of cereals within the countries in question, and thereby to
enable the farmers of Central and Eastern Europe to obtain remunerative prices.

Apart from that, the draft resolutions embodied no measure involving immediate action,
or, at all events, none that entailed sacrifices. In saying this, it was not his wish to depreciate
the importance of the idea of the Currency Normalisation Fund. All that was proposed for
the moment, however, was that a committee of experts should be appointed to examine the
problem and elaborate in detail the scheme for a currency fund, which would have to be sub-
mitted to the Commission of Enquiry for Europeen Union at its next meeting.

The other Stresa resolutions which the Commission was asked to endorse were merely
in the nature of recommendations, some relating directly to the economic and financial policy
of the agricultural countries of Central and Eastern Europe, while the otherswere ofaEuropean
or universal character, and must therefore be discussed and decided upon at the Economic and
Financial Conference.

At the close of the Stresa Conference, the representatives of the agricultural countries of
Central and Eastern Europe had said that their hopes had only been partially realised. None
the less, in appealing to the Commission to approve unanimously the draft resolutions submit-
ted, they implicitly accepted those resolutions in full. They did so because they realised that,
in the present state of the spirit of international co-operation, what had been done at Stresa
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represented practical and positive solutions. Another reason for their acceptance of the
resolutions was that they were convinced that circumstances which were developing more and
more rapidly under the pressure of the crisis would soon make a series of acts of co-operation
among the European countries necessary, and that Europe would then realise the need for
solidarity notwithstanding divergences of interests and ideals.

Their confidence was also inspired by the personality of the man who was being asked
to follow the execution of the Stresa decisions - M. Georges Bonnet. As President of the
Stresa Conference, M. Bonnet had exhibited, not merely a wide comprehension of the problems
to be dealt with and a truly European spirit of conciliation, but also a profound conviction
of the absolute necessity for European collaboration in surmounting the dangerous crisis through
which Europe, and especially the agricultural region of Europe, was passing.

Baron PRONAY (Hungary) said that, after a fortnight's hard work and careful study, the
Stresa Conference had laid down the principles which should govern the financial and economic
reconstruction of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. The importance of the Stresa
Conference could not at present be judged, since it was not yet known when these principles
would be put into practice. It was true, as the President had said, that the Stresa Conference
only constituted the preliminaries of the much more extensive work which the World Economic
Conference would have to do. Hungary warmly welcomed the results achieved at Stresa.
This Conference had cleared up the situation by showing that an improvement in the deplorable
economic and financial state of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe could only be
brought about by international co-operation. The Stresa Conference had also fixed the
economic principles the application of which might improve the situation of the countries
in question.

Baron Pronay thought that the principal task of this Commission should be to take a step
forward in the practical application of what had been approved in principle. In this connec-
tion - without going into questions of detail - he would venture to draw the Commission's
attention to the following three principal points:

(1) The Stresa Conference had drawn up a draft Convention for the revalorisation of
cereals. It would be most important to establish a single group with a view to the application
of this Convention and that this group should use all its authority to urge upon third States
the absolute necessity of this application.

(2) This draft Convention stipulated (in Article 3) that, in certain circumstances,
countries exporting cereals should receive - in order to assist in the revalorisation of cereals
- from the international fund provided for in the Convention an allowance of 2 gold francs for
each quintal of wheat and of 1.50 gold franc for each quintal of maize and barley fodder.
He desired to stress the fact that only theoretical importance could be attached to these sub-
sidies if the importing countries maintained the barriers of all kinds which rendered exports
impossible. The chief of these barriers were (a) prohibitive duties, (b) measures under
which the flourmills were, in certain countries, obliged to utilise home wheat to the extent of
80 or 90 per cent, (c) the measures taken by certain importing countries, which only permit-
ted the entry of barley fodder, and also ground barley, weighing from 60 to 61 kilogrammes
per hectolitre.

Should these barriers and similar measures be maintained, any financial assistance given
with a view to the revalorisation of cereals would be of purely theoretical value.

(3) It was undoubtedly true that, in theory, the debtor countries could only meet their
obligations to foreign creditors if their balance of payments was in equilibrium. As the
balances of payments of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe comprised no invisible
assets, the said balances could only attain equilibrium when the balance of foreign trade was
on the right side.

The achievement of this favourable balance of trade was hampered, not only by the low
prices of agricultural products on the world market, but also by the innumerable restrictions
and prohibitions introduced by certain countries solely for purposes of economic protection.
He thought that these restrictions, prohibitions and quotas were not only not diminishing,
but were being still further increased. The prohibitive duties imposed on agricultural products,
the system of quotas which was every day becoming more severe, unjustified measures for the
protection of animals and plants and a whole series of other barriers which did not even
respect the exports of the Western countries, rendered exportation impossible, brought about
a fall in domestic prices and lowered the purchasing power of the population of agricultural
countries. The logical consequence was a decrease in imports of industrial products.

While it was true that Hungary's exports had not diminished in quantity in 1931 to such
an alarming extent as in value, he was obliged to confess that he thought the outlook was very
gloomy. He did not wish to take up too much of the Commission's time and would therefore
only quote a few examples. A country to which Hungary in a normal year exported 42,000
head of cattle had applied a quota of 150 head a week, or 7,800 head a year. Another country
had completely stopped Hungarian exports of sheep and had reduced by 80 per cent Hungarian
exports of goats' meat and mutton. A third country intended to limit Hungarian exports of
butter by fixing an annual quota of 25 instead of 250 to 350 wagons. In certain countries,
Hungary was exposed to the arbitrary caprice of the organs for the purchase of cereals which
enjoyed a monopoly and determined when and at what price Hungarian cereals could be
purchased.
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In referring again to the fact that certain countries were planning to introduce measures
for the slaughter of domestic live-stock in a proportion of 80 to 90 per cent, he had tried to give,
if not a true picture of the measures hampering the trade of exporting countries, at any
rate an idea of their untenable position. He had to add that the obstacles in question made
exports difficult, not only from Hungary, but from all the Danubian States. For that reason
he insisted on the abolition, as soon as possible, of these restrictions, as Hungary's theoretical
share of the revalorisation fund of 75 millions would only have a small effect on her trade
balance. The latter, he repeated, could only be improved by the gradual diminution or aboli-
tion of those restrictions.

Creditors appealed to the sanctity of contracts and called for payment, while Hungary
was suffering privations, not only because of the disastrous drop in the world prices of agri-
cultural produce, but also because of exchange difficulties resulting from a whole series of
restrictions and obstacles. That was an untenable situation, a contradiction in terms which
could only be remedied by international co-operation.

As regards the report and recommendations of the Stresa Conference, Baron Pronay was
authorised by his Government to make the following declaration :

(1) Hungary's short-term liabilities abroad amounted to 1,360 million Swiss francs
which, compared with her economic capacity, constituted a burden involving very serious
difficulties.

Without wishing to dispute the value of the conclusions drawn and the measures suggest-
ed regarding short-term debts in the report of the Financial Committee to the Stresa Conference
Baron Pronay must point out that they did not make sufficient allowance for Hungary's difficul-
ties. If the measures proposed in the report were applied, this would entailserious consequences
for the economic structure of Hungary consequences which should at all costs be avoided
in the interests of the creditors themselves. These measures, therefore, could only be carried
out in Hungary with the greatest circumspection, under the effective control of the National
Bank, in proportion as the country's financial situation improved and provided the agreements
which Hungary hoped to be able to conclude with her creditors permitted.

(2) So far as her financial circumstances permitted, Hungary was prepared to contribute
to the Currency Normalisation Fund and to the general fund for the economic andfinancial
reconstruction of Central and Eastern Europe created to promote the revalorisation of cereals.

With the reservation mentioned, the Hungarian Government would accept the report and
the recommendations of the Financial and Economic Committees of the Stresa Conference
and the draft resolution proposed on the previous day for adoption by the Commission of
Enquiry for European Union.

M. PFLUGL (Austria) said he wished to take advantage of the opportunity to express his
Government's appreciation of the great progress made at Stresa under the presidency of
M. Georges Bonnet.

He would only add a few brief remarks, as Austria had been represented at the Stresa
Conference. So long as the import quotas system was maintained, Austria would like to see
quotas fixed reciprocally on more liberal lines and freed from all obstacles hindering their
application. Austria herself was always prepared to grant preferential treatment to imports
of a large quantity of wheat.

On the other hand, the deficit in the Austrian balance of payments forced Austria to
increase her exports, and she was gratified to note the more favourable attitude she was now
likely to find in several countries for negotiations on this subject. Austria was still continuing
the commercial negotiations which she had opened during the summer on the lines of those
recommended by the Economic and Agricultural Committee of the Conference, all the rights
of third States being reserved.

M. MUNCH (Denmark) was obliged to make the same reservations as had been made by
the United Kingdom delegate and others.

The problems raised in the report were of special interest to Denmark. He felt he should
take the opportunity of emphasising that Denmark was also a country which lived on agri-
culture. True, the articles exported by Denmark differed from those which were being
discussed, but he would point out that the animal products of special interest to Denmark were
at present subject in almost all countries to very severe and very numerous restrictions, and to
high duties which put Denmark in a very difficult position.

Denmark recognised the great importance of the work done by the Stresa Conference;
but, as the competent authorities, more particularly the Finance Ministry, had not had time to
consider the proposals made by the Conference, the Danish Government could not at the
moment assume the obligations which seemed to figure more particularly in paragraphs 1 and 2
of the draft resolution now before the Commission. It would require time to study more
thoroughly the Conference's proposals. He thought, therefore, that it would be wise, for the
time being, to amend the draft resolution on the lines suggested by the Swedish delegation.

M. TARGOWSKI (Poland) said that his country fully accepted the Stresa resolutions. He
wished to pay a tribute once more to all who had taken part in the Conference and especially
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to its President, M. Georges Bonnet. The work done by the latter in preparing the Conference
and promoting the conclusion of a comprehensive agreement would, he hoped, mark a new era
in the history of international economic co-operation.

M. Madgearu had explained the general view taken by the agrarian countries of the
problems studied at Stresa. M. Targowski had, therefore, nothing to add on this subject.
He would merely draw the Commission's attention to the fact that several agrarian countries
were in a very serious situation and that prompt action was indispensable.

Agrarian countries - the point had already been made several times at Stresa - could
only pay their debts with their produce and, if the value of the latter were not sufficient to
cover the cost of their production, all the transfers made would be detrimental to the value of
the workman and his work. The very heavy fall in the standard of living in those countries
was proof of this.

The Commission of Enquiry, therefore, had to solve, not merely a financial and economic
problem, but also, and mainly, a social problem. That was why he asked, on his country's
behalf, for immediate action. The work of the Stresa Conference, he thought, gave an idea
of what had to be done generally for the economic reconstruction of Central and Eastern
Europe. It would, however, be well, in the coming international conferences which were to
deal with the reconstruction of agricultural countries, to have the participation of those Central
and Eastern European countries which had not been represented at Stresa, and to know their
point of view. He had in mind, for example, the Baltic States, particularly Latvia and Estonia.
He trusted that, at the further conferences, it would be possible to consummate this task.

Baron YRJ6-KOSKINEN (Finland) said the Finnish delegation accepted broadly the
principles laid down in the draft resolution submitted, but had some hesitation on certain
points. He could not, therefore, commit himself finally before he had had an opportunity of
referring the draft resolution to his Government.

M. ZAUNIUS (Lithuania) associated himself with the tribute paid by preceding speakers
to the valuable and difficult work accomplished by the Stresa Conference, which had tackled
exceptionally delicate and complicated problems. Not having shared in the work of the
Conference, Lithuania was unable to give her opinion forthwith, or define her attitude to the
proposed resolution. He could, however, say that his Government fully supported the
principles contained in the resolution and agreed, more particularly, that all restrictions on
imports, whether in the nature of Customs measures, quotas, currency or other restrictions,
should be abolished. It would only be by the most rigorous policy of economy that it would
be possible to achieve economic equilibrium. Lithuania was one of the few countries which
had so far successfully refrained from embarking on this dangerous path of restriction.

He had risen to speak because the draft resolution before the Commission invited it to
agree, forthwith and without any reservations other than those formulated before the Com-
mission, to follow as far as possible and without delay the general guiding rules laid down by
the Stresa Conference.

So far as the principles to which he had just referred were concerned, M. Zaunius could
assure the Commission of his Government's full agreement. The Stresa Conference, however,
had drawn up a document which called for detailed examination, and his Government had, so
far, not been able to give it this examination. He referred to the draft Convention, particularly
the scheme for the revalorisation of cereals by the creation of a fund. Like other delegations,
he was obliged to enter a reservation on this point on his Government's behalf. Lithuania
was an agricultural country, but, like Denmark, did not export cereals. On the other
hand, she was not an industrial country having a direct interest in the purchasing power of
agricultural countries where markets could be found for such products. Nevertheless, it was
not to her interest that the price of cereals should fall - quite the contrary.

In conclusion, he would assure the Commission that the Lithuanian Government would
give every support, subject to the above reservations, to the work initiated.

M. MIKOFF (Bulgaria) heartily associated himself, on behalf of his country, with the
applause which had, on the previous day, greeted the report on the Stresa Conference, and
M. Georges Bonnet's statement.

The Bulgarian Government welcomed the Stresa resolutions with great hope. He had
therefore only a few words to add. He accepted the draft resolution submitted by the Chair-
man and was entirely in agreement with the request made by the Greek delegation concerning
tobacco.

Mr. CONNOLLY (Irish Free State) expressed his own and his Government's entire sympathy
with the efforts that were being made to improve the economic conditions in Eastern Europe.
He wished to pay a tribute to the work of the Stresa Conference, and particularly to M. Bonnet
for his brilliant analysis at the previous meeting.

As had already been said by other delegates, the report had only recently been issued and
his Government had not yet had an opportunity of considering it. He might, however, be
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quite frank about the position in Ireland. Ireland, like most other countries, was at present
facing difficulties in her economic life, and the Government had decided on an adjustment of
her agricultural economy in order to encourage the production of cereals. Having regard to
the position in Ireland, he felt that it was only right to state that, in view of the policy which
the Irish Government was pursuing at present, it could not commit itself to the proposals.
Ireland was mainly an agricultural State, and, despite that fact, her imports of cereals were
very considerable. Owing to a steady fall in prices of live-stock and a shrinkage in exports,
she had had no alternative but to devote a reasonable amount of herenergytocerealproduction.

He need hardly add that Ireland was very anxious to see economic recovery, not only in
Eastern Europe, but elsewhere. Whether the proposals embodied in the Stresa report would
lead to that recovery, he was not at the moment disposed to offer an opinion. The problem
of world recovery would engage attention at the coming World Economic Conference. At
the moment, he could only express frankly the position of his Government and his regret that
the situation at the present time did not permit the Government to be more helpful.

M. OSUsKV (Czechoslovakia) stated that the Czechoslovak Government noted with intense
satisfaction that the Stresa Conference had expressed certain feelings, thoughts and hopes
which announced the early end of the intellectual and moral crisis, the source of the economic
and financial evils which had fallen not only on the Danube valley but on the whole of Europe.

With regard to the resolutions of the Stresa Conference, he had nothing to add to the
statements already made by his delegation at that Conference.

M. Georges BONNET (President of the Stresa Conference) first thanked the various speakers
both for their kind words regarding himself and the support they had given to the whole
work accomplished after fifteen days of patient discussion. Very great difficulties had had to
be overcome. In this connection, he reminded the Commission of M. de Michelis' remark
that at Stresa an end had been put, in the economic sphere, to a misunderstanding which had
lasted for three years.

He was aware that certain reservations had been made by a number of countries which had
not been represented at the Conference, and that other reservations had also been repeated in
the same terms in which they had been put forward at Stresa. He wished to submit one or two
very short comments on both categories of reservations.

There was, first, the proposal by certain delegations, and, in particular, the delegations
of Greece, Turkey and Bulgaria. An amendment had been submitted on this subject.
The question of tobacco (for that was the case in point) had been examined at considerable
length at the Conference. For his part - and he thought he was expressing the opinion of
the whole Stresa Conference - he saw no reason why an addition should not made to the draft
resolution.

Secondly, some anxiety had been expressed regarding the rights of third States, or on
the part of other delegates, regarding the importance of submitting some of the decisions
reached at Stresa to the World Conference.

He hoped he might be able in this respect also to allay this anxiety. In the first place,
the Stresa agreements laid down at the very outset that all the rights of third States were
reserved. Moreover, with regard to the World Conference, the draft resolution itself stated
that the report's conclusions and drafts would be communicated to the Council of the League
of Nations, to the Preparatory Commission of Experts for the World Conference, and to the
Conference itself, Finally, the draft resolution - certain details of which would, as he had
said on the previous day, have to be completed by a committee of experts - referred the
question of the joint fund to a Committee of Experts, which would report to a later session of
the Commission of Enquiry for European Union itself.

Under these circumstances, he thought that the draft resolution fully summarised the
situation which had arisen as a result of the present discussions. A few minutes previously,
in his brief but eloquent statement, M. Osusky had been good enough to say that the Stresa
Conference warranted the hope that the end of Central and Eastern Europe's moral and
material sufferings was in sight. The draft resolution submitted to the Commission would
make it possible to take one further small step forward. He therefore hoped that the Com-
mission would adopt this resolution unanimously.

The CHAIRMAN, noting that there were no further speakers, informed the Commission
that the Bureau had received a proposed addition to the draft resolution. This addition had
been submitted by the Greek delegation and was supported by the Bulgarian and Turkish
delegations. It was worded as follows:

" (d) To request the Council further to undertake, with the help of the competent
organs of the League of Nations and other qualified experts, a practical examination of
the problem of tobacco, which concerns three countries of Eastern Europe and with
regard to which the Stresa Conference adopted a recommendation."

If the Commission saw no objection, this addition might be included in the draft resolution.

A creed.
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The CHAIRMAN noted that the following conclusions might be drawn from the discussion
which had taken place: (1) in all circumstances the rights of third States were reserved;
(2) Governments would only have to give a final decision on the definite drafts after these
drafts had been submitted to them for approval; (3) all the reservations put forward during
the present meeting would be set out in the Minutes and communicated to the Governments
at the same time.

Subject to these reservations, he asked the members of the Commission of Enquiry
whether the draft resolution might be regarded as adopted with the addition proposed by the
Greek delegation.

The draft resolution was adopted in the following form :

" The States Members of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union,
" Having taken note of the decision of the Lausanne Conference that a Special

Committee should draw up proposals with a view to the restoration of the countries of
Central and Eastern Europe;

" Having considered the reports and conclusions of the Stresa Conference, convened
under the Presidency of M. Georges Bonnet (France) in pursuance of this decision;

"Being convinced that the formidable crisis under which Europe labours, and which
is to be found in its most acute form in Central and Eastern Europe, can be dissipated
only by the active collaboration of the European States;

" Unreservedly affirming their determination to continue this indispensable collabor-
ation by every means in their power:

" (1) Consider that the reports, conclusions and drafts of the Stresa Conference
contain the essential elements of a policy designed to restore the European economic and
financial situation, and, in particular, that of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe;

" (2) Declare, each for its own part and subject only to the particular observations
they may have had to make, that they are ready to apply, as far as may be possible and
without delay, the general guiding principles which result therefrom;

"(3) Decide:
" (a) To bring the said reports, conclusions and drafts to the notice of

the Council of the League, of the Preparatory Commission of Experts for the
Economic and Financial Conference and of the Conference itself;

" (b) To request the Council to arrange, with the help of the competent
organs of the League and other qualified experts, for a detailed and thorough
examination and elaboration of the draft Monetary Normalisation Fund
mentioned in the resolutions of the Stresa Conference; these experts would
also have to examine whether and in what circumstances the Fund for the
Revalorisation of Cereals might be combined with the Monetary Normalisation
Fund;

"The draft drawn up by the experts should be communicated to the
Governments concerned by November 15th, 1932, at the latest, and should
be submitted to the Commission of Enquiry at its next meeting;

" (c) To request M. Georges Bonnet, President of the Stresa Conference,
to take the necessary steps to ensure liaison between the Commission of
Enquiry for European Union and the Committee mentioned in the preceding
paragraph;

" (d) To request the Council further to undertake, with the help of the
competent organs of the League of Nations and other qualified experts, a
practical examination of the problem of tobacco, which concerns three
countries of Eastern Europe and with regard to which the Stresa Conference
adopted a recommendation.

"Further, the States Members of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union
which are in favour of bilateral agreements conforming to the principles established by
the Stresa Conference declare that, henceforward, they are each individually ready to
seek or to promote the conclusion of such agreements in such a way that they may enter
into the framework of the Convention drawn up by the said Conference. In this connec-
tion, the Commission of Enquiry for European Union expects that, at its December
session, it will be possible to take decisions on the question of the funds for the normal-
isation of exchanges and foonf exchanges and for the revalorisation of cereals, and so follow up the draft
Convention by the most practical steps with the least delay.

" The Commission of Enquiry for European Union will be glad to be informed at its
December session of the measures which its Members have been able to take in the interval
in carrying out the recommendations of the Stresa Conference."

The CHAIRMAN said that he had been happy to preside over this meeting, which had done
such useful work and at which a policy of European restoration had been endorsed and
possibly even inaugurated.

If, after the various observations had been taken into account, this draft met with success,
it represented a considerable effort, not only from the economic and financial standpoint, but,
as various speakers had said, from a social standpoint as well. He, like all the other members
of the Commission, was highly delighted at this result.

The work of the Commission would be resumed at the time of the Special Assembly -

namely, in all probability at the beginning of December.
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RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE COUNCIL ON OCTOBER 15TH, 1932.

1. The Council notes the resolution of the Commission of Enquiry for European Union.

2. It authorises its President, after consultation with its Rapporteurs on financial and
economic questions and with the Chairmen of the Financial and Economic Committees, to
proceed to the appointment of a committee of qualified experts to undertake the detailed
and thorough examination and preparation of the Monetary Normalisation Fund Scheme
mentioned in the resolutions of the Stresa Conference. The experts will also have to examine
whether, and in what circumstances, the Fund for the Revalorisation of Cereals might be
combined with the Monetary Normalisation Fund. According to the desire expressed by
the Commission of Enquiry for European Union, the proposals of the experts should be
submitted to the Governments on November 15th, 1932.

The proposals should likewise be transmitted to the Preparatory Commission for the
Monetary and Economic Conference in good time before the completion of its work. The
Committee of Experts can, moreover, establish such contact as may prove useful in the course
of its work with the above-mentioned Preparatory Commission.

M. Georges Bonnet, President of the Stresa Conference, has been requested to take
the necessary steps to ensure liaison between the Commission of Enquiry for European Union
and the Committee of Experts.

3. The Council requests the Bureau of the Economic Committee of the League to lay
proposals before it at its next session with regard to the composition of a committee to under-
take the practical examination of the problem of tobacco, which concerns three countries
of Eastern Europe.


